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Review

This article has promise, but it needs repair before publication. I have marked up the
version I was sent and its annotated version is being returned with this response.  In the
Abstract, it seems that Jiqing Li tidied up the text (mentioned at line 380).  Please do a
couple of things for me and the reader.  The abstract should be a description of the work
and the findings of the article.  As it stands, I think that it is asking the reader to carry too
many acronyms in their heads, if you are trying to get the main points across. You
introduce a lot of them. That said, please make a collection of the acronyms in a list at the
end of the text and before the references, and remind the readers of these in your
conclusion.  Much as you are proud of your work, it is important to be aware that most
potential readers will check the abstract, 50% flick through the figures (which should have
meaningful stand-alone captions), then perhaps 30% of them the conclusions, and 15% of
the cognoscenti the full article.

I will copy and list the more important remarks below my signature, which is my wont. 

Geoff Pegram

16 October 2022
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Comments: I will repeat here the more serious suggested corrections in the annotated
version of this article, which I am returning for the authors’ attention.  The minor
corrections are accessible in the article. On the major ones, I will lead with the first line of
the text that I want to comment on, and then follow it in the next line with ‘%’ before my
remark.
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8 It is urgent to find a better way to divide HTS. Wavelet

%  Reword this sentence I don't understand it

70 HTS evolution accurately and fully mining its information, which provides a more
practical

%  What do you mean by ‘practical’?  useful? better? improved?  'practical' is defined from
a dictionary as "concerned with the actual doing or use of something rather than with
theory and ideas".  I don't think you mean that

Figure 1: The framework and main content of this study

% This is a very complex figure which I am having difficulty unravelling.  I cannot follow
your text in the pink panels.  Your caption is minimal and should be an informative
description of what we are supposed to see.  I introduced 2 extra green arrows, assuming
they are also involved ....?

Table 1: Properties and application range of 16 wavelet systems

% This table is fairly complex and I think you should expand the caption. After all we can
count to 16!



88-89 Equations

% Indent your equations - they'll all fit the inward jump - see the example I clipped from
a review

177 – 188

%  Indent subsets (1), (2) & (3).  Then in (3), indent a bit more the 4 sub-subsets â� 
â�¡ â�¢ & â�£ (!) and end off with some text after line 188.  As it stands, it's a maze!

 

Figure 4: Results of M-K test for Pingshan Station and Yichang Station

%  Your Figure 4 caption is uninformative. Figure 3 is OK, because the text following that
is helpful.

Table 3

%  Make the text and table caption more informative

25 It can be seen from Table 3 that among the 8 MWT systems, only Daubechies,
Symlets, Coiflets, Dmeyer and Fejer-Korovkin can be used to detect the existence of
changepoints in HTS.

%  This information should be placed above the table, with db*, sym*, coif*, dmey, & fk*
linked & explained.

263  test (Figure 3 and Figure 4).

%  4 pages back!! Here, refresh the reader:- why are change-points interesting?



310  Table 4

%  Try not to split the table over 2 pages 

It would be nice if you remind the reader what db and fk stand for.  They are defined
obliquely in Table 1, but you would help the reader as to what these mean at this stage. 
It's too much to carry in one’s head among the large number of other acronyms. You
authors have worked on these for months and they are familiar to you, not us who have a
few days to grasp the story which is new and complex ....

Figure 6: Changepoint trajectory

%  Make your figure captions more informative.  The reader should not have to trawl
through the text to find what you are presenting.  Remember that, of those who open the
article there are 4 sorts: 1. The casual person who checks the title and possibly the
abstract; then 2. the skimmer who checks the abstract and the figures; 3. the reader who
having done 1 & 2 will check the conclusion as well;  finally 4. the keen
hydrometeorologist who reads the lot.  I guess that the percentages of the 4 groups from
1 to 4 is: 50%, 25%, 15% & 10%

5 Conclusion

%  In the conclusion, redefine the acronyms in full for the reader.  It's standard and
neater.

400 References

%  Please indent the leading line of the articles  by ten small spaces [.......... ] - it makes
them easier for the reader to locate.  
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Please also note the supplement to this comment: 
https://egusphere.copernicus.org/preprints/2022/egusphere-2022-540/egusphere-2022-5
40-RC1-supplement.pdf
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